Abstract-Extensive measurements of wireless Internet traffic from a campus wide 802.11 b nehvork are used to create binomial and dynamic traffic models. We then develop a hvn-basestation, hvo-zone wireless time-division-duplex interference model which describes the spatial features of interference behveen co-channel MSs in adjacent BSs. We present a set of candidate TDD channel allocation algorithms which vary in their level of timeslot coordination and intelligent allocation between BSs. Lastly, we combine the Internet traffic models, TDD interference models and channel allocation algorithms to demonstrate the capacity for evaluating dynamic channel allocation algorithms in realistic interference and wireless Internet traffic scenarios. The theoretical analysis and simulation results show that the fixed allocation algorithms perform poorly, particularly with dynamic traffic and that the intelligent BS coordination algorithm performs best overall.
INTRODUCTION HE demand for wireless mobile Internet access is driven
T by the continuing emergence of new and more advanced multimedia services, peer-to-peer applications and wireless terminal devices. The overall traffic characteristics for a wireless Internet network such as a 'WiFi' (i.e. IEEE 802.1 Ih) system [ I ] can include a wide range of dynamic traffic properties (e.g. asymmetric uplink and downlink message size, packet size, desired data rate and message latency, message flow probability, etc.) that are dependant on the type of Internet service or application from each of the users on the network [2],[3] and thc wireless terminal's capabilities. These differences in traffic characteristics for the wireless lnternet have a major impact on the packet capacity of an individual Base Station (BS) and the wireless network as a whole.
Time Division Duplex (TDD) ne!works have a distinct advantage over Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) networks for supporting these wireless Internet services, in that almost the entire transmission link (i.e. timeslots) can he dedicated to uplink (i.e. MS transmit) or downlink (i.e. MS receive) traffic and also the link capacity can be dynamically assigned on a per timeframe basis to a single or a plurality of users [4] . However, TDD networks suffer from a big disadvantage in that when multiple BSs are operating in close proximity to one another (as in a campus environment), significant levels of BS-BS and MS-MS (i.e. same-entity) interference can occur [ 5 ] , in addition to the BS-MS and MS-BS (i.e. other-entity) interference that is normally experienced in multi-cellular FDD networks [ 6 ] . This same-entity interference is maximized when the uplink-downlink traffic ratios are asymmetric and the timeslots are not coordinated between adjacent BSs.
Recently, dynamic channel allocation (DCA) schemes packet scheduling and transmission strategies for TDD systems have been proposed to reduce the transmission delay [7] , maximize capacity [8], [9] and minimize overall interference [lo] , however these analyses do not address the same-entity interference.
This paper analyzes key conceptual issues and relationships between the instantaneous timeslot assignment and MS-MS interference blocking performance (i.e. packet loss due to adjacent cell radio signal interference) of various dynamic channel allocation rules, traffic models and spatial user distributions in two-BS wireless TDD networks, which can then he expanded to multi-sector, multi-cell systems.
Measured wireless Internet traffic from the UCSD campuswide 802.1 Ih wireless network is used to characterize the parameters for two random traffic models, 'binomial' which is stationary and memoryless, and 'dynamic' which uses an event-driven Markov process.
The wireless traffic streams from the binomial and dynamic models are then fed into two adjacent BSs using either 'fixed', 'pseudo-random' or 'intelligent BS-coordinated' channel allocation algorithms, which vary in their level of inter-BS coordination and corresponding performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 11, the wireless Internet traffic measurements are described. In Section 111, a 2-BS MS location and co-channel interference model is described. In Section IV, stationary binomial and Markov-based dynamic traffic models for wireless Internet traffic are developed. In Section V, various channel allocation algorithms (i.e. orthogonal, symmetric, pseudo-random and intelligent BS-coordinated) are explained and in Section VI the performance of orthogonal, symmetrical and pseudorandom allocation algorithms are derived for stationary binomial traffic. In Section VII, the perfomance of the channel allocation algorithms is simulated and discussed for both binomial and the equivalent dynamic traffic models. Lastly, Section VIIl gives the conclusions of this paper. Table I shows the total flows and traffic for the uplink and downlink flow logs by sorting the logs by source and destination IP address range. By sorting and collating individual flows by source and destination IP address and port number, the flows were then separated into upIink and downlink flows for wireless clients arid wireless servers. The respective client 'request' and server 'response' message sizes for the uplink and downlink were then averaged and the flow percentages normalized as shown in Table II . active MS in the 'Near' andor 'Far' regions can be assigned by the BS to a timeslot. Individual BSs ensure that any active MSs in the 'Near' or 'Far' region assigned to a timeslot do not conflict with another MS in the corresponding region at that BS, (i.e. either two transmit or two receive packets can he assigned to a timeslot, but never a transmit and receive packet in the same timeslot). MSs assigned to limeslots in the 'Near' region transmit their packets at a low power level and MSs assigned to timeslots in the 'Far' region transmit their packets at a high power level as shown in Fig. 1. -. Once assigned to a timeslot, MS Tx packet requests are always successfully transmitted to their respective BSs, but MS Rx packets are only successfully received if they are not interference blocked by MS Tx packets assigned to the 'Far' (i.e. high power) region of the adjacent (asymmetric) BS.
B. Traffic Measurement Results Summaiy

Cell Sector
IV. BINOMIAL & DYNAMIC TRAFFIC MODELS
The binomial and dynamic traffic models determine the number of Tx and Rx packet requests generated in a TDD timeframe for each BS, based on the number of MS in the 'Near' and 'Far' BS regions, the number of timeslots in a timeframe, the M S activity factor and the ratio of uplink (MS Tx) to downlink (MS Rx) packets, as determined from the wireless Internet traffic measurements described in Section II.
A . Binomial Traffic Model
In the binomial model, the MSs have a probability a of being active during a timeslot and given that a MS is active, then the MS has a probability p of being a Rx (i.e. downlink) packet. Thus the probability that a transmit packet is generated by an individual MS during a timeslot is given as Similarly, the probability of a receive packet being generated by a MS during a timeslot is given as Pr(X,.,,",,,) =P-P)a Given Rveur users in the 'Near' region of a BS, the probability of having region over a timeframe with Ttimeslots is given by packets generated in the 'Near'
The corresponding histograms for the total number of Tx packets and Rx packets generated per timeframe from all the MSs given the binomial traffic model with high traffic (N = 48) are shown in Fig. 2, where For those timeframes when a Tx packet is generated by the binomial traffic model, the corresponding Tx packet request distribution is given from [ I 1 1 by Similarly, the probability of a Tx packet being generated during a timeframe with a total o f X , and X,, packets is given by Equations for the corresponding Rx distributions are derived using the same equation forms.
Using the above model, four long series of integers (equivalent to at least 1 million timeframes), representing the number of Tx and Rx packets per timeframe in the 'Near' and 'Far' regions of a BS were generated and then fed into the various dynamic channel allocation algorithms. Table 111 ) stam in the idle state and has a client request flow followed by a s m e r response flow back to the idle slate.
Additional nieasurenients were used to create histograms of the total number of Tx and Rx packet requests generated (in the 'Near' and 'Far' regions) per timeframe by all the MSs, as shown in Fig. 4 , for the high traffic case (i.e. N = 48). 
and 36 respectively).
V. CHANNEL ALLOCATION
Four channel allocation algorithms were investigated in this 1) Pseudo-Random -No timeslot coordination or inter-US communications, which maximizes timeslot utilization, hut does not attempt to avoid same-entity interference. 2) Orthogonal -Open-loop timeslot coordination without inter-BS communications, which limits timeslot utilization and prevents any same-entity interference. 3) Symmetric -Open-loop timeslot coordination without inter-BS communications. which imnroves timeslot paper:
utilization and prevents same-entity interference. At low traffic levels, all algorithms perform well as the packets generated can all be assigned to timeslots and the same-entity interference blocking is minimal. At higher traffic levels, the fixed allocation algorithms suffer from assignment blocking and the pseudo-random allocation algorithm suffers from interference blocking. The intelligent coordinated-BS allocation algorithm has the hest overall throughput, as the At low traffic, the fixed allocation algorithms suffer from significant assignment blocking, whereas as high traffic levels the pseudo-random suffers from interference blocking. Again the intelligent coordinated-BS algorithm works best.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed a 2-BS interference model and a dynamic Markov event driven traf!ic model representative of wireless Internet traffic. An equivalent binomial model was developed to derive the theoretical performance of fixed and pseudo-random channel allocation algorithms and to validate the throughput simulation model. The characteristic differences between the two traffic models were observed and showed the limitations of the binomial model, panicularly with respect to message flow length and uplink-downlink traffic dynamics. It was noted that for active MSs, the dynamic traffic model generated much larger numbers of packets per timeframe than the binomial ,model, even at low MS activity factors. It was seen that the throughput performance is highly dependent on the traffic source and that the intelligent coordinated algorithm provided the hest overall throughput with both binomial and dynamic traffic models and at all traffic levels. More details about this investigation into TDD DCA modeling can be found in [12] .
